INTRODUCTION
Immediate postoperative period requires nursing attention in post-anesthetic monitoring.

STUDY GAP
Comparison of specific nursing interventions in post-anesthetic recovery.

PROBLEM
What are the nursing interventions for patients undergoing anesthetic recovery?

STUDY PURPOSE /AIMS
Identify nursing interventions to patients undergoing anesthetic recovery according to the Nursing Interventions Classification (NIC)
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METHODOLOGY
Scoping review → 11 studies → MEDLINE, CINAHL, SCOPUS and LILACS databases → Two independent reviewers - synthesized in narrative form

RESULTS
Clinical indicators | Nursing interventions
--- | ---
Pain | Pain control
Oxygenation | Oxygen
Eliminations | Water monitoring
Vital signs | Vital signs monitoring
Cardiovascular changes | Cardiac care
Temperature | Monitor temperature
Metabolic acidosis and electrolyte disorders | Acid-basic control
Airway obstruction | Respiratory monitoring

Further studies are needed to test the most effective actions for patients undergoing anesthetic recovery.

IMPACT
Nursing interventions were identified, but with the majority of observational studies.